
7th Grade Art
Mr. Ursin Contact: I can be reached either at my school email

jursin@hayward.k12.wi.us or you can call me at (612) 548-4311. Please only call during
12:00-1:00 on weekdays.

• On this sheet there will be 5 art activities.
• Try to stick to one activity a week.
• These activities can be completed with any material available. For example

crayons, colored pencils, markers, regular pencil, paints. Regular paper,
cardboard, brown paper bags etc. You can also use things like tea, coffee, or
even food colorings to paint with. Be creative and experiment.

• Example images for each activity will be on the back of this page.
• You can take pictures of each project and either print them or email them into

me.
If this is not possible you can bring in the physical projects when the packets are
due.

Art Aclivities
1. Zentangle Drawings- Create one or more drawings with simple imagery. Using

different types of line (thick, thin, jagged, curved) fill the spaces with patterns.

2. Superhero Drawing- Create a superhero, do not copy and existing one. It could
be similar to something like superman etc. but needs to be from your own
imagination.

3. Andy Goldsworthy Sculptures- Using only objects/materials from nature, create a
sculpture. Take a picture of it when completed.

4. Printmaking- Two ways you can do this. One is to take cardboard/foam (like the
foam meat tray from the grocery store) and carve/cut into the surface. Apply
paint and stamp it onto paper. The second way is to take found objects from
around the house dip them in paint and stamp them onto paper to make designs.

5. Paper Mache Sculptures- Use tin foil or cardboard to create a base for your
sculpture. Then create the mache mix. Use a ratio of 1:2 of flour to water so I
cup of flour will need 2 cups of water. You can use it like it is or to thicken it put it
in the microwave and heat it in :3Osec intervals for up to a minute and twenty
seconds. Let it cool down and then you can begin to dip strips of paper into it
and apply it to your sculpture base.

Activity Examples on Back
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5. Paper Mache Sculpture




